
Physics Qualifying Exam 4l2l Part IA 5-digit number

l. Part I (15 pts)

A spaceship is traveling at a speed of 0.6c relative to an observer on Earth. At time t:0
according to the observer on Earth, a pulse of light is ernitted from a point on the
spaceship along the direction of motion, travels to a mirror on the opposite side
ofthe spaceship, reflects back to the point of emission, and is detected by a sensor
on the spaceship.

Thc distance between the point of emission and the mirror is L:100 meters according to
the spaceship. How long does it take for the pulse of tight to make the round-trip
according to

(a) Tlre observer on Earth?

(b) An observer on the spaceship?
(Draw a clear diagram for cases (a) and (b)).

(c) What is the distance between the point of emission and the mirror according to an
observer on Earth?

Part II ( l0 pts)

(d) The HERA accelerator in Hamburg, Gen.nany collides 27 GeV electrons with 820

GeV protons, what is the available energy for producing new particles i.e. 16 in
the center of mass frame ? (Useful info m" =9.511 MeV/c2 , m,, :938 MeV/c, )

(c) Does 16 depend on the frarne of referencc? (i.e. centcr of mass franre or
laboratory frame).
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2. A system of poinrlike masses (m, : frz = m) moves in one dimension (xr, xr) and is

describcd by the following Lagrangian:

'' ;' - v(x \ - v(x \ - L(, -r\2

with 7(x-) - L(4 a'1' und tr>0, a>0, k>0. Treat the case of small

oscillations around the resting point *, = ,, = c and use the coordinates y j= xj- a.

(a) (5 pts) Approxirnate the Lagrangian for small elongations and ncglcct

terms on the order of 3
yj

(b) (5 pts) Derive the equations of motion.

(c) (15 pts) Determine the oscillation frequencies ofthe system and calculate
the generaI solution of the equations of rnotion.
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3. Consider a point mass m moving in a spherically symmetric potential /(r). Assume the
motion is confined to the plane 0 - r/2.

a. (5 pts) Write down the Lagrangian using coordinates r and Q.

b. (5 pts) Find the equations of motion lor r and $. (The equations of motion for Q
simply give conservation of angular momenturn.) Using conscrvation of angular

momentunl, elirninate Q for an equation of motion that only depends on r (and its
derivatives) and angular momentum L.

c. (5 pts) Write down thc effectivc potential that govems thc radial nrotion.

d. (5 pts) Can the potentiat 7(r) = - f {*n".. C > 0) yield circular orbits that

are stable to small perturbations for any value ofr? Explain your reasoning.

e. (5 pts) For general potential 1z(r), what inequality must be satisfied by the
potential to yield circular orbits that are stable to small perturbations? (You should
eliminate I from your equation assuming a circular orbit.)
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4. A merry-go-round (infinitely thin solid disk) has a radius R: 2.0 m, rnass M:I50 kg. A
child of mass rn = 50 kg runs tangent to the rim at 4.0 nVs and jumps on.

(a) (4 pts) Derive the moment of inertia of the merry-go-round and the child (a point
particle) with respect to the geometric center ofthc merry go-round?

(b) (5 pts) Ifthe merry-go-round is initially at rest, what is the angular velocity after
thc boy jumps on (givc a numerical result with units) ?

(c) (8 pts) Calculate the moment of inertia with respcct to the center of mass of thc
merry-go-round and child.

(d) (8 pts) Suppose the merry-go-round is instead located on a frictionless ice rink.
(The pivot of thc merry-go-round is not constraincd to a single point.) What is the
angular velocity after the child jumps on the merry-go-round in this case ?
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l. A coaxial cable is made from two thin hollow, concentric, perfectly conducting cylinders
one inside the other. The inner cylinder is negatively charged (-Q) while the outer one is
positively charged (+Q). The inner cylinder has radius a:0.50 mm while the larger outer
one has radius b:5.0 mm. The length L of the cylinders is 18 cm. Assume that this length
is long enough so that edge effects at the ends ofthe cylinders can be neglected.

(a) (l pts) Sketch the cylinders and label the dimensions.

(b) (3 pts) What is the magnitude and direction of the E field in the region between
the two cylinders? (give your result in terms of Q, a, b and L)

(c) (2 pts) What is the magnitude and direction of the E field in the region outside the
cylinders? (give your result in terms ofQ, a, b and L).)

(d) (9 pts) What is the potential diflerence between the cylinders? (give your result
in terms of Q, a, b and L).

(e) (10 pts) What is the capacitance/length ofthe coaxial cable? (give a numerical
result with units, note so = 8.85 x 70-12 F /m)
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2. Some helpful information is given at the bottom of this question.

The electromagnetic four-potential (in SI units) i. er = (? ,1; *h"." iD is the electric

scalar potential and ,4 is the magnetic vector potential.

(a) (7 pts) By direct computation, show that the Faraday tensor Ftt! : AP A1r - Av At)
in SI units is

Euv -

(6 pts) In a reference frame S, a stationary obserwer sees an electromagnetic tleld
i = t6,t1i ,d = t1; ,t1i. By perlbrming an appropriate Lorentz-
transformation, show that the electric and magnetic fields observed by a
stationary observer in a reference frame S' moving with constant velocity
i - v Z are E' : vG - uB)i andd' = y(B -bi
(12 pts) An electromagnetic wave with i = f ii ei(kz-@t) impinges on a
dielectric slab with relative pemrittivity e at normal incidence. The slab moves
with constant velocity i = v i. Calculate the amplitude of the reflected electric
rvave in the S frame.

W:

-E*/c -8, /c
0 -8,
Bz0
-Bv Bx

!i)

(b)

(c)

Helpful Information:

. V x d -- (orr,- o,cy)i+ 1a,r,- 0*r)i* (O,cn- d"c,)i.
o The metric on Minkowski space with coordinates 26u - (ct,x,y,z) is

91o, = tlpv: diaq!,-1,-l'-I) .

. The operator A,r: A/AxP.
o The Lorentz transformation to a frame moving with constant velocity i - v 2 is

. where p =! andy = CFv
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In the circuit sketched above, Cr:2.7 pF and Cz:6.4 FF, Vo: 5.0 V is the battery voltage,
and Vr is the voltage across capacitor Cr. The circuit is initially in the configuration shown
with the capacitors fully charged.

(a) (5 pts) What capacitance C* is required for the ratio Va/h: 15?

(b) (5 pts) What is the total charge and energy stored in the capacitors?

(c) (5 pts) At time l:0 the switch is flipped to the resistor leg of the circuit. The resistor
will be damaged if its instantaneous power dissipation exceeds 0.5 W. What minimum
value of R is needed to avoid damage to the resistor?

(d) ( 10 pts) For this minimum resistance, how much energy is dissipated in the first I
millisecond?

1",
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4. A closely wound coil has an area of 4 cm2, 200 tums, a resistance of R=50 Ohms, and is
located in a uniform magnetic field. The coil is connected to a measuring device (an
ammeter) whose resistance is r:30 Ohms.

When the coil rotates quickly from a position parallel to the uniform field to one
perpendicular, the ammeter records a time-integrated current (charge.l of4 x l0's C.

(a) (10 pts) Starting from Maxwell's equations in diflerential form, show that the
potential dilference in this situation is EMF = - A0 /At (where @ is the magnetic
flux).

(b) (10 pts) What is the magnitude of the magnetic field (give a numerical result with
units)?

(c ) (5 pts) How much work is done by rotating the coil from the parallel to the
perpendicular orientation?
(Assume a constant angular velocity of 6.28 radians/sec)
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L A particle of rnass m is initially in the ground state olan infinite square rvell of width a,
rvith energy 81. Thc rvcll ranges fronr x=0 to.r=a. At time t:0, a perturbation appears in
thc wcll, shifting thc potential in the lcft halfofthc well (from x:0 to r:o/2\ to tr/6, rvherc
Vo<<E,. At timc T the perturbation is rcmoved again, and you ureasure the energy of tlre
particlc.

(a) ( I pt) Skctch the rvell and the perturbation.

Find the probability at time T (to first order in perturbation theory) that the energy
measured is Er, i,e. corresponds to the first excited state of the infinite square well.

(b) (9 pts) Write down an exprcssion lor this probability in tcrms of
integrals ovcr timc and spacc.

(b) ({.i pts) Perform the time integral.

(c) (7 pts) Fully sirnplify your answer, which should include evaluating the
spatial integral.

IIint:
f I -l I
I sirr(r.t)si n(bx)dx : :{--:s in(ux I D.r) * . sin(ax - l,.r)]| 2'G+b (-b
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2. Arr electron of mass m is initially in its ground state in an infinite one-dimensional box
with walls at 0 and L. The wall ol the box at x:L is suddenly (in a time << h/E,,) moved
tox=2L.

(a) (5pts) Using thc boundary conditions, derive the wavefunction oftlrc
electron in the ground statc of the original infinite box.

(b) (10 pts) Calculate thc probability that the electron will be found in thc
ground state ofthe cxpanded box.

(c) (5 pts) Calculatc the energy of thc first cxcitcd statc ofthc cxpandcd
box.

(d) (5 pts) Calculate the probability offinding thc clcctron in thc first
excited state of the expanded box.

Hint:
t" 1 -t I
lsrrr(a.r)sir(bx\tl.r = _ {-------=sin(a.r*/r.r)* . sin(a.r -b-r)l| 2'u+b u-b
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3. A particle of mass lz moves under the influence ofa rusty spring, resulting in a potcntial

slightly steeper than the usual quantun harmonic oscillator. The potential has the fomr

t 2? 4
V(x) = Vma-x- + 0x .

where the first ternl is the usual harmonic oscillator potential.

(a) (7 pts) Write thc Hamiltonian in ternrs of raising and lowcring opcrators rvhen
p is nonzero.

(b) (18 pts) Consider p to be srnall, i.e., the spring is only slightly rusty. Using the
rcsults of part (a), calculatc thc cncrgy cigcnvalues of thc systenr, to first ordcr in

F.
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1. A negatively charged n- meson (zero spin, odd parity) is initially bound in the lowest
energy s-wave state around a deuteron. lt is captured by the deuteron (which is a

parity-even spin I bound state ofa proton and a neutron) and then converted into a pair of
neutrons. (Note that neutrons and protons are spin % parlicles.)

rr +d-, n+n

(a) (8 pts) What is the orbital angular momentum of the neutron pair?

(b) (2 pts) Should thc overall wavefunction of thc neutron pair be synlletric, anti-
symnretric, or havc no dcfinitc synrmctry (explain your choice)'l

(c) (5 pts) What is the total spin angular n'ronrcntum of tlre ncutron pair'/

(d) (10 pts) Can the spin-one parity-odd po...on decay into a n*n- pair or

,ro no poi, ? lf so, *,hat are the relative orbital angular mol.nenta for the trvo
cases?
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l. [25 points] The fundamental differential then.nodynamic relation for a macroscoplc
system, in tenns of its extensive variablcs, energy, entropy, volume, and nutnber of
particles, E, S, /, N, is:

dE=TdS-pdv+pdN.

The intensive variables, absolute temperature, 7, pressure, p, and chemicaI potential, p,

are tunctions olthe independent variables S,7, N, obtained from the partial derivative
relations:

, = (tJ,,,, / dF \- p = [7J,,. p = (#)5'

(l)

(2)

H-E+pV.

dilferential

Consider the Legendre transformation ofthe energy, defining the enthalpy,

[7 points] (a) Derive the difl'erential relation for the enthalpy and its pa(ial
relations.

Consider the following model systern for qucstions, (b)-(g). The enthalpy H, of a

macroscopic system in thermodynarnic equilibriurn is:

_l_

, = ,"|,+)l--]". (3)o\ *, /\ r. /

where en, po are characteristic energy and pressure scales (constants), respectively, ofthe

systern, and k, is Boltzrnarrrl's constant. Derive tlre follorving equatiolts, expressed in

ternrs of indcpcndcnt variables, I, 7:

[2 points] (b) Derive the equation for the chemical potential olthe systeln. Explain the
physical meaning of the result.

[2 points] (c) Derive the equation for the pressure of the system.

[2 points] (d) Derive the equation for the entropy of the system.

[2 points] (e) Derive the equation for the energy ofthe system.

Thc systeln undergocs a quasi-static change in state,,4 --, B, which consists ofa volurrc
expansion frorn an initial state, 7 = 7, to a final state, V , =.V u = ZV 

o, 
(voluure

doubling). calculate the change in er.rergy, heat, and work, for the cl.range in state, under
the following separate constraints:

[5 points] (l) Isothermal (constant remperature, f = T 
a).

[5 points] (g) Isentropic (constant entropy, S = So)
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2. A Camot engine (a type of heat engine) takes 2000 J ofheat from a reservoir at 500 K
(226.850 C), does some rvork, and discards some heat to a reservoir at 350 K (76.850 C).

Recall for a Carnot engine, Q6/Qs = - T1./Tu (where T. and Ts are thc temperatures of the
heat and cold reservoirs, respectively).

(a) (2 pts) Draw a sketch ofthe energy flow in this process (labeling thc hot and cold
reservoirs, indicating the two heat transfcrs).

(b) (5 pts) How rnuch heat is discarded (give a numerical result with units)?

(c) (5 pts) How much work is done (give a numerical rcsult with units)?

(d) (10 pts) Catculate the cfficiency ofthc Carnot engine (give a nunierical result).

(e) (3 pts) A Camot cycle with a gas in a cylinder with a piston has the following
steps: ( I ) the gas expands isothermally at temperature Tn, absorbing heat Qn, (2)
it expands adiabatically tntil its tenlperature drops to T., (3). The gas is
compressed isothermally at T,., rejecting heat lQ.l and (4) it is contpressed
adiabatically back to its initial state at temperature T,,. What is the net entropy
change in one cycle of a Carnot engine?
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3. Consider n moles of an ideal gas

belorv. The ideal gas law is P/ =

Pan IIB 5-digit nurnber

undergoing the process A to B as shown in the figure
nRT.

(a)

(b)

(5 pts) What is the equation olthe straight line from A to B in the P-V plane?

( I 5 pts) What is the maxrrnum temperature of the gas during the process A to B
(give your result in tems ol P6. Vs, n and the gas constant R)?

(5 pts) Does the maximum temperature occur at either point A or B (explain)?(c)

Yr 2\tr
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Let there be a surface in contact with a reservoir of two types of atoms, at tenper-
ature 7. The surface has N trapping sites of type 1, and lr' trapping sites of type 2, in
total, those are 21y' trapping sites. Each trapping site can either be empty, or occupied "

by at most one atom.
The atoms of type t have chemical potential p1, and the atoms of type 2 have

cliemical potential p2. (We can write rnore compactly: atoms of t1'pe i have cheniical
potential ;i.;, with i : 1,2.)

If a site is crnpty, the energy is zcro. A site of tvpe 1 occupied by an atom of typc I
has energy -6y, and a site of type 1 occupied by an atom of type 2 has energy -r1 * e.

A site of type 2 occupied by an atom of typc 2 has errergy -€2, and a site of tvpe 2

occupi<-.d by an atorn of type t has crrergy -e2 te . (llIore cornpactly, we can write: a site
of type i occupied by an atorl of type i has energy -e;, while a site of type i occupied
byarratornoftypejfilia^serrergv-r;*r,rvhcrei-7,2,j:L,2(jindicatesthe
other tvpe: ifi:1,theIr j:2;rt i:2, thcnJ:1) )

Hint: The trapping sites are independent.

(a) (6 pts) What is the probnbility, 1t;(n;,rt,), that one site of tvpe i is occupicd bv
?r, atorns of type i, arrd z; atours of type j I i. \Yhich values are alloterl [or' {ny, n2}'/

Fbr exarnple, the probabilitv that a site of t11re 1 is occiqried by one at,orl of tyyre I
is denotcd lrv pl(n1 :7,ttz -- 0), rvhile the probability that, a sitc of tvpc 1 is occrrpicd
lry ono atom of tvpe 2 is tietroted lrr. pr (rrr : 0,n2 -- 1), ald the proLability t,hat a
site of tvpe 1 is empty is pr(n1 : 0, n2 : 0). Y61 can write out all contSiultiotrs, ot'

altcrnntively, you carr rvrite it rnore courpactly, using indices i and j, a^s above.

(b) (4 pts) Calculate the averagc nuruber of empty tr-pc i sites (i: 1,2). trxplain
your roasoning.

(c) (a pts) Write dorvn the average total nuu.rber o[ empty sites. Then assume that
Vl: e1 : 60, and p, : l/ (that is: cr: c2 - €0, an(i /i,r : 1t2: p). Uncler this assumption.
x'hat is the simplified fonnula for 1he average total nurnber ol ernpty sites, (lV")? What
conditious do 7 and ;r har.e to fulfill, such that (Ar") -+ 0i

(d) (a pts) What is the ave rage nurnbcr, (,\f .;), of atoms of tlpe j founcl in sites o{
type i'l (Pay attentioll to lhe tl,o cases: j : i, I I i )

(e) (7 pts) What is the intemal energr. [/? Cau you write it in terms of the (A!.;)'i


